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Andrew S Campbell (02738) – Response re Oundle/ 
Evidence base – 29 October 2008 

From: Andrew S Campbell [mailto:campbellplanning@aol.com] 
Sent: 29 October 2008 14:05 
To: Fiona Waye 
Subject: RNOTPPublic examinationOundle Ref:02738 

Dear Mrs Waye 

I would refer to your emails reference the above and to the additional information supplied, including 
ENC responses to the Inspector's questions, and the closing statement for ENDC by Robert Jameson. 

The additional information deals amongst other things with concerns regarding both the evidence base 
and the lack of housing allocations. 

First, despite Robert Jameson's comments, evidence regarding employment at Oundle clearly 
indicates that another second industrial estate at Oundle, including the retention of our client's land at 
Eastwood Road, as well as the allocation on the Stamford Homes land, is not necessary. There is 
more than sufficient employment in the pipeline to maintain present job ratios which in themselves are 
extremely healthy. No account has been taken of a move away from East Road to the bypass where 
substantial new employment has and is being created which is convenient both for the town and for 
those travelling into the town to work. By contrast, the Eastwood Road site is badly located and 
unsuitable for a high grade business park. You have three marketing reports that clearly indicate the 
unsuitability of the site whilst the buildings themselves are still adequate. It is our view that on this 
point alone, the plan is not "founded on a robust and credible evidence base" and is therefore 
unsound. 

The second issue we raise is also not challenged. Given the shortage of housing sites, our client's 
land and the allocated industrial land at East Road should be allocated for housing purposes. The 
Council accepted there were no planning problems with the site other than its intention to be 
maintained for employment purposes, and it is of course the most sustainable site available for new 
housing. I confirmed that the sites collectively could accommodate approximately 120 dwellings 
overall, which would make a contribution to the housing shortfall over the CSS period.We cannot 
accept, that the Council, in not allocating further housing sites are being consistent with National 
Policy . To be compliant with the new PPS12, a "sound" DPD should be "justified effective and 
consistent with national policy".There is no justification in our view for the allocated sites not to give 
a minimum of a 10 year supply of housing land, and ideally 15 years, as required by PPS3. 

The response of the ENDC since the public examination does not therefore change our views or those 
of our clients, Mynard & Smith. We assume from what was said at the public examination and as 
requested by Robert Jameson that the plan will be kept open rather then the whole plan being rejected 
as unsound. 

We look forward to being advised in due course of the Inspector's decision. 

Yours sincerely 

Andrew S Campbell 
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